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1 INT. TOM’S APARTMENT - DAY 1

SAMANTHA, 25, stands in front of the mirror in her bra and

panties. As she combs her hair, she dances subtly to

Borderline. She looks down at a PICTURE of her and her

boyfriend, TOM, 28, and smiles. There’s a shower running in

the background.

BRRR-BRRR! BRRR-BRRR! His phone, laying next to the picture

buzzes and a message flashes up. It’s from "MARCY" but we

never see what it says. SAMANTHA picks up the phone and her

mouth splits open. She drops it back down and her eyes

immediately well-up. As her tears turn to anger, she storms

into the bathroom where TOM’S taking a shower. She rips open

the curtain and starts chucking bottles of SHAMPOO and BODY

GEL at his head.

TOM

WHAT ARE YOU DOING! WHAT THE FUCK,

SAM! STOP!

SAM

FUCK YOU! I HATE YOU! Marcy is

fucking texting you! Your fucking

ex?... What the hell is going on?

Why did I move in here? 3 fucking

years...

She storms out of the bathroom and TOM follows her, wrapping

a towel around himself on the way out.

TOM

Sam... SAM! What the hell are you

talking about? I don’t talk to her!

SAM

I’m moving out.

TOM

Stop. Why?

SAM

What do you mean "why" you asshole!

WHAP! SAMANTHA slaps his head and face violently as he uses

one hand to back her off and one hand to hold up his towel.

He grabs her arm as she tries to lunge at him but he pins

her against the wall.

TOM

Relax!
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SAM

FUCK YOU!

TOM

RE - LAX!

SAM

I hate you! I’m leaving!

TOM

Look, babe... Look. I love you.

You’re my girl. I was with her a

long time before I ever met you...

but it’s not like that with her

anymore.

SAM

I saw the text.

TOM

I didn’t respond.

SAM

She said, "I had a great time".

TOM

You’re the one I love. You’re the

one I want to be with.

SAM is skeptical. TOM shrugs pleadingly. He moves in to hug

her, but she pushes him away.

SAM

I don’t believe you.

TOM

What else can I say? What can I do

to prove it?

SAM

I’m going back to my mom’s. I hate

you.

TOM

Please, babe. What can I do to

prove it to you?... Look at me.

SAM sniffles and angles her eyes up to him. TOM looks at her

pleadingly. She stares at him before her eyes drop to the

ground.
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SAM

I thought I was going to marry you.

TOM

I want to marry you! I want to

start a family with you! I swear to

God nothing happened... I swear to

God, Sam.

She takes a step back from him, she sighs reluctantly.

SAM

Sometimes I feel like I can’t trust

you though. How do I know you

really love me and you’re serious

this time?

TOM

I love you, Sam. You know you can

trust me. What do I have to do to

show you?

SAM

... I want your memory erased then.

I want her gone from your thoughts.

I want every thought you ever had

about her - about any other girl -

erased.

TOM rolls his eyes. SAM crosses her arms, wiping a tear from

her cheek.

TOM

You gotta be kidding me.

SAM

... A girl from my work had it

done. There’s this guy... a doctor.

He can delete memories.

TOM

I don’t believe it. It’s a big

fucking fraud, Sam.

SAM

No it’s not! You can look on his

website.

TOM

It’s bullshit.
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SAM

Well I already met with him for a

consultation about you, and it

seemed real enough to me.

TOM

Seriously?

SAM

Yes! Because of what happened last

summer, Tom.

PFFT! TOM laughs.

SAM

Fine, I’m leaving.

She turns to leave the room. TOM grabs her by the forearm.

TOM

Okay! God dammit. I’ll go. I’ll get

her erased forever.

He tries to hug her. SAM resists him. Her eyes narrow at

him.

SAM

I’ll set up an appointment.

SAM leaves the room. TOM stands in the middle of the room

alone, dripping water on the floor.

2 INT. DOCTOR MENDEZ’ OFFICE - DAY 2

DOCTOR MENDEZ sits somberly at his desk with a flask of

whiskey. As he takes a swig, he stares at a PICTURE of a

beautiful woman and a small boy. DOCTOR MENDEZ sighs

dejectedly. KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! As NURSE JANE walks in, the

DOCTOR hides his flask in the drawer.

NURSE JANE

Excuse me, Doctor Mendez. Mr.

Wallace is here now.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Do you have the profile picture of

the girl that was in here for the

consultation... his girlfriend?

NURSE JANE

Yea... Here you go.
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NURSE JONES takes a PHOTO OF SAMANTHA out of her folder and

hands it to the DOCTOR. After she walks out, he slowly

places the headshot of SAMANTHA over the head of the woman

in the other photo. He frowns pathetically.

HARD CUT FROM CU ON PICTURES TO:

Note: This scene is solely to give the Doctor some sort of

motivation. It will be a wide, a reverse, and an insert

only.

3 INT. DOCTOR MENDEZ’ OPERATING ROOM - DAY 3

TOM sits inside a small, decrepit, dimly lit examination

room. He glances around skeptically. Small MODELS OF ORGANS

are falling apart. He looks anxiously at a large POSTER on

the wall detailing the regions of the brain where different

memories are stored.

THUMP! THUMP! THUMP! DOCTOR MENDEZ backs in, slightly tipsy,

pulling a large cart. The cart carries a pulsating

half-organic, half-electric brain attached to a computer.

This is the NULL SET brain.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

H- Hello... You are, uhh, Mr.

Walton?

TOM

Wallace.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Right, right. Wallace... Wallace...

Yes.

TOM

Yea, so-

DOCTOR MENDEZ

You’d like false memories

implanted... of a woman.

TOM

... No. Actually, I’d like my

memories erased... of the woman.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Hmmm... Right. Implantation of Null

Set Memories.
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TOM

Null Set memories?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

(Pointing to the Null Set)

The Null Set can’t actually take

memories out... We can only replace

memories with other ones. So I will

be replacing your negative memories

with blank ones - Null Sets.

TOM

I see.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Memories and experiences are what

makes us who we are. So usually

people will come in to switch

bodies with someone else, switch

all their memories with someone. Or

they’ll have their memories erased

completely, to start anew...

Selective editing is much more

complicated and...

DOCTOR MENDEZ freezes blankly. He puts his hand over his

mouth and his eyes start to well up. He’s holding back

tears. TOM is confused.

TOM

... are you, OK?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Yes. Yes. I’m sorry... Recently, I

had some personal problems and...

TOM

Oh. I’m sorry to hear that... So

about the oper-

DOCTOR MENDEZ

My wife was... she was taken from

me.

TOM

Oh no. Shed died? I’m so sorry to

hear that.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

No, she was taken from me.

TOM stares at DOCTOR MENDEZ and the DOCTOR stares back. TOM

is confused. The DOCTOR is embarrassed now.
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TOM

Uhhh...

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I’m sorry where were we?

TOM

The operation...

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Right. As a disclaimer I must warn

you: Memories - saved experiences -

make you who you are. Changing any

memory is literally changing your

essence as a conscious being. Any

unwanted effects of the operation

are not the responsibility of me,

Doctor Eric Mendez, or of Mnemonic

Medicine, LLC.

TOM

LLC?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

This is on the absolute cutting

edge of Mnemonic Medicine.

TOM

What does that mean?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

... It’s complicated. Let’s begin.

The DOCTOR smiles eerily, pulling a small oxygen mask from

under TOM’s chair. He places the mask over TOM’s face. TOM

fidgets uncomfortably.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Relax... It will only be a few

moments now... Countdown from ten

please.

TOM

10. 9. 8... 7... si- 6.......

fiiiiivvveee...

4 INT. DOCTOR MENDEZ’ OFFICE - DAY 4

TOM’s POV as the DOCTOR and the room around him fade away.

The DOCTOR presses a few buttons - BRRRUPPP! - the computer

screen lights up brightly. Pumping slowly, blood trickles

from cracks in the brain. The DOCTOR nervoulsy waves his
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hand in front of TOM’S face before pulling small plugs from

the halo out of the brain.

The DOCTOR quickly places the halo onto his head and starts

pushing buttons frantically. The screen switches from "NULL

SET REPLACEMENT" to "TRADE BODIES". He takes a deep breath

and punches a big red button. ZZZUUUPPP!!! Electricity

pulses intensely through each man and the shake crazily.

They’re bodies tense and twist awkwardly before electricty

drowns out the picture.

We end with the DOCTOR on his knees looking up at the

epileptic pulsating, lens-whacking brain. It’s all strobing

lights and bursting blood vessels.

Note: There has to be a coherent shot order buildup to the

moment they are shocked. Similar to The Dog, it could even

end up in some other worldly weird hyperspace. Maybe we

flash back in forth between guys very quickly, what can be

done visually to signify that these guys are changing

bodies?

This sequence is also numbered separately because we’ll one

line it as a separate scene.

5 EXT. DARK ALLEY - DAY 5

DOCTOR MENDEZ is laying in a dumpster behind a dilapidated

brick building. He’s only wearing tighty-whities and socks.

As he slowly wakes up, his expression twists to horror.

Peeling a used condom off of his arm and gagging, he lifts

himself out of the metal box.

He plants his feet on the ground and brushes himself off--

looking down at his body in shock. He moves to a store

window and in its glass sees his REFLECTION. He staggers

back at the sight of it.

He notices a LITTLE OLD LADY watching him from the entrance

of the alley. Their eyes meet and she jumps in fright. She

immediately turns and tries to walk off. TOM (in the

DOCTOR’s body) catches up to her.

TOM

Hey... Hey!... HEY!

OLD LADY

P- Please, sir. I’m just trying to

get home so-
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TOM

I need help... This isn’t me. I’m

not me.

OLD LADY

Ummm... I think we all feel like

that sometimes, son. Maybe-

TOM

No! I mean literally. My body was

stolen from me! This isn’t me...

Who you’re looking at.

OLD LADY

I don’t- Uhhh...

TOM

CAN’T YOU SEE! DON’T YOU

UNDERSTAND! My name is Tom Wallace!

This body belongs to Doctor

Mendez!... I was tricked!

The OLD LADY’s face is white and she can only stare. TOM

sees her hands shaking as she grips her small pushcart. He

deflates with desperation.

The OLD LADY tries to walk off but TOM puts his hand on the

pushcart. AHH! She screams and people stop and look at him.

At that moment, a COP from across the way is walking out of

a coffee shop. He sees the commotion and starts to head

towards TOM. Quickly, TOM puts his head down and tries to

walk away as if he didn’t notice what was going on. The COP

catches up to him with the coffee still in his hand.

COP

STOP!.... STOP WHERE YOU ARE!

Reluctantly, TOM slows to a stop and turns to the COP.

COP

What’s going on here, buddy?

TOM

Uhh...

COP

You got ID?

TOM

No. A crime has been committed.

I’ve been robbed! Please help me!
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COP

Someone mugged you? Stole your

clothes?

TOM

Stole my... Body.

COP

What?

TOM

Uhh... A Doctor. He stole my

body... This isn’t me. You see,

your memories and experiences are

what make you who you are and--

COP

Sir. You’re telling me that someone

stole your... body?

TOM

Yes! He switched my mind out with

his!

COP

Hahaha... Riiiiight. Have you

ingested anything today, sir?

TOM

No!

COP

No drugs, sir?

TOM

None!

COP

Can you give me a description of

the thief then?

TOM

... You’re looking at him. I’m in

his body! This is him!

COP

And what’s your name?

TOM

Well, the name of this body is

Dr. Mendez... but I’m actually

Tom.
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COP

Mendez...

He types something into his computer. TOM can’t see what

he’s looking at. The COP grabs his walkie and speaks into

it.

COP (CONT’D)

We’ve got a B-21-48 at Delancy and

McNabb. Eric Mendez.

(to TOM)

Sir, please place your hands on the

car.

TOM

What? Why?

TOM backs away from the cop car.

COP

Sir, don’t make me ask you again.

TOM

I’m not the criminal! I was robbed!

Don’t you see that.

COP

Sir! Put your hands on your head!

TOM keeps backing up. The COP lunges at him, grabbing his

arm. They struggle as the COP tries to yank TOM’S hands

behind his back. TOM swings his arms wildly, breaking free.

COP

STOP RESISTING!

But TOM is already free. He turns and starts sprinting. The

COP follows as fast as he can. MONTAGE: Wide on TOM running

past cars, COP trying to keep up. Close up on COP’S face as

he breathes hard and sweats bullets. Slo-mo of TOM jumping

fence. Shots of police car’s lights flashing wildly in the

BG.

6 INT. TOM’S APARTMENT - NIGHT 6

SAM is bouncing around the apartment excitedly. She wipes

off the counter, arranges silverware on the table, and

lights a candle. There are two plates out on the table and

pots on the stove. SAM quickly moves to the mirror and

reapplies her lipstick.
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THUMP! THUMP! THUMP! SAM smiles wildly and runs to the door.

She opens it quickly and DOCTOR MENDEZ (in TOM’S body) is

standing in the threshold. He has a dozen roses and a huge

smile on his face. He steps in and they embrace.

SAM

Roses!? Thanks, babe! You never get

me flowers.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Today is special. It’s the first

day of the rest of our lives...

Sam, you are the most beautiful

girl I’ve ever met.

SAM

Awwww... Tom, you never say things

like that. How sweet. I made us

dinner.

SAM takes the flowers and DOCTOR MENDEZ (in TOM’S body) sits

down. As SAM puts the flowers in a vase, the DOCTOR runs his

hand up her thigh and she jumps. She smiles and turns toward

him, he kisses her forehead.

SAM

So... how do feel? Do remember

anything?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Hmmm... I feel fine. A little

confused. What was the operation

for again?

SAM

To get rid of some... bad

memories... I’m so glad your back

now though. And we can move on.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Sam... I love you so much.

SAM

Haha... Tom... I love you too.

What’s gotten into you though?

You’re so romantic, I can get used

to this! Haha.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I guess the operation put things

into perspective for me.
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SAM

Well, I’m glad. I’m so happy now!

So what about this weekend?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Uhhh... What about it?

SAM

Did you talk to your sister? Is she

still having everyone over?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Y- Yea. She is.

SAM

Okkk... What time?

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I don’t really remember...

DOCTOR MENDEZ smiles and puts his hands around her waist.

SAM smiles faintly, obviously worried and slightly confused.

He kisses her on the lips but, after a moment, she pulls

away. She is nervous now, knows something is up.

Note: How do we make her realization clear VISUALLY! Close

up? Weird sound? Intense music?

SAM

Wow... You even kiss differently

now...

DOCTOR MENDEZ

If you think I kiss differently,

wait til I lick your pussy.

SAM

Hehe... Stop, Tom. We have plenty

of time. Why don’t you eat

something. I made you dinner.

TOM

Okay.

TOM sits down with his back to her and begins scarfing down

a PLATE OF FOOD. SAM’S eyes narrow as she moves to the

stove. The tension is palpable.

SAM

Do you want some more rice?
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DOCTOR MENDEZ

Yea. That sounds good.

SAM slowly picks up a dirty pan off the stove. She looks

back at the DOCTOR (still in TOM’S body). Quietly and

shaking slightly, SAM lifts the pan up like she’s holding a

bat. The DOCTOR’S got his back turned and we’re dollying in

on him.

The DOCTOR slowly chews rice as SAM inches closer. As she

gets into range, she winds up. At that moment, the DOCTOR

catches a glance of her in the vase with flowers. WHOOSH! He

ducks as SAM swings the pan just over the top of his head.

Bolting to his feet, the DOCTOR grabs SAM, restraining her

arms.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

What the hell!

SAM

GET OFF ME!!

DOCTOR MENDEZ

RELAX!

SAM

LET ME GO!! AHHHHH!

DOCTOR MENDEZ

STOP!

SAM

STOP! You’re not Tom! Who are you!

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Listen-

SAM

WHO ARE YOU!

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I’m sorry... I’m Eric Mendez. The

Doctor.

SAM

Oh my God! I knew it. You fucking

freak. How could you do this.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I know. I’m a terrible person. I’m

sorry... But when you were in my

office the other day I felt a

connection. You deserve better than

that fucking loser, Sam.
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SAM

Jesus Christ...

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Seriously. He’s been cheating on

you. I have his memory log,

Samantha. Last Thrusday he was at

his exes house. He had sex with

her.

SAM

He told me he was at his

sister’s...

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I know. But honestly, this erasing

memories bullshit doesn’t change

who someone is... He’ll always be a

cheater. Please Sam. Give me a

chance... When were laughing I

could see it in your eye. You don’t

have any interest at all? I have a

plan to straighten everything out.

I have a lot of money saved up. We

can leave here... together.

SAM

... I- I thought you were a nice

guy but...

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Give me a chance... Please. If you

still don’t like me, I leave and

that’s that. Give me a couple

weeks.

SAM turns her back and puts her head in her hands. A tear

runs down her cheek.

SAM

I thought you were a nice guy... I

can’t though... I can’t. I’m sorry.

7 INT. TOM’S APARTMENT - NIGHT 7

SAMANTHA is packing her bags as DOCTOR MENDEZ (as TOM)

sleeps on the couch. As she stuffs clothes into a SUITCASE,

SAM has a phone between her shoulder and her ear. She is

talking to her mom.
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SAM

... It’s a long story, Mom... I’ll

tell you later but we broke up...

Yes... Really this time. I’m

leaving... Just a week or so and

then I’ll find my own place...

THUMP! THUMP! THUMP! THUMP! Hard knocking on the door makes

SAM’S eyes bulge out of her head. Fear sweeps over her as

she stands up.

SAMANTHA

I have to go. I’ll call you later.

SAM drops the phone and starts walking toward the door.

DOCTOR MENDEZ slolwy wakes up as he hears the knocking too.

All he can do is watch as she passes the couch and opens the

door.

WHOOSH! As SAM turns the knob, TOM (as the DOCTOR) bursts in

seeing red. SAM jumps backwards and TOM gets right in her

face. She tries to push him back but he corners her against

the wall.

TOM

Samantha! It’s me, Tom. That

fucking "Doctor" stole my body!

That fucking fraud swindled me and-

SAMANTHA

I know.

TOM

WHAT!

SAMANTHA

I know it’s you, Tom.

TOM

Are you fucking kidding me! You

were in on it? You knew this was

going to happen!

TOM is seeing red now so he grabs her neck violently and

clenches his teeth. SAM’S face is tunring purple as she digs

her nails into his hand. Her words are slightly gurgled.

TOM

You fucking cunt.

SAM

NO! I didn’t kn- know it was

going... to happen... But... I

found out... I didn’t plan it.
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TOM

Bullshit! You fucking whore! You

wanted to fuck that sleezy Doctor

to get back at me!

SAM

... N- No. I promise that... that

didn’t happen... Please... I can’t

breath.

As TOM is choking SAM, the camera slowly dollies out to

reveal DOCTOR MENDEZ creeping up on TOM. Right as he gets

close, TOM turns his head.

POW! The DOCTOR slugs him hard in the face and they begin to

scuffle. TOM knees the DOCTOR hard in the gut and the DOCTOR

(as TOM) crumples to the ground. TOM grabs a knife and

straddles the DOCTOR. TOM puts the knife to his throat.

TOM

I’ll fucking kill you!

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Oh yea? You’re gonna cut your own

throat?

TOM

Give me my fucking body back...

Let’s go. We’re going right back to

the office now.

SAM

STOP! Don’t hurt him!

TOM

You ready asshole.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Sam deserves a lot better than you.

VOICE OS

FREEZ!

THE COP from earlier is standing in the doorway. He’s

breathing heavy and sweat is dripping down his face. He has

his gun pointed at TOM (holding the knife, in the DOCTOR’S

body).

COP

DROP THE KNIFE! DROP IT!

TOM sighs before dropping the knife.
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TOM

Here he is officer. That’s the guy

that stole my body. He’s already

admitted to it. I told you.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Bullshit!

TOM

Don’t you fucking do this asshole!

It’s over for you. You tried to get

away with it but your schtick is

up.

DOCTOR MENDEZ stares pleadingly at SAM, SAM stares at the

ground. The COP grabs TOM and tries to put him in cuffs.

TOM

What the hell are you doing! HE’S

THE CRIMINAL!

COP

You’re the one that ran!

TOM

SAM! Tell him! Tell him the truth!

COP

Oh yea? What’s the truth?

TOM

That guy is in my body! I cheated

on her so she wanted my memory

erased! Instead, he switched my

memories out for his!

The COP stops, giving her a chance to step in. SAM is on the

spot. She looks down at her feet. The three men stand there

staring at her in silence, TOM with his hands cuffed behind

his back.

COP

So? Who’s telling the truth?

SAMANTHA

...My boyfriend.

SAM moves over to the DOCTOR and puts his arm around his

waist. TOM’S jaw drops and the DOCTOR smiles widely.

SAMANTHA

I don’t know what that guy’s

talking about. I would never be

(MORE)
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SAMANTHA (cont’d)
with someone who cheated on me.

This is my boyfriend.

TOM

You fucking bitch! I’ll kill you!

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Get him out of here, officer.

Thanks.

COP

Have a good day.

TOM

I swear to God-

THUMP! DOCTOR MENDEZ closes the door behind THE COP and TOM.

SAM is rubbing her neck wearily. The DOCTOR puts a hand on

her shoulder.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

Are you OK?

SAM

I guess... Thanks for standing up

to him... you saved me.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I’m sorry about all this....

SAM

No. I’m glad he’s gone. Thank you.

DOCTOR MENDEZ picks up the knife and tries to arrange things

nicely.

DOCTOR MENDEZ

I should probably... get going.

SAM

... Uhh. You can stay for a while

if you want... You wanted a few

weeks right?

DOCTOR MENDEZ smiles and walks to her slowly. He puts his

arms around her and she breaks down in his arms, crying into

his shoulder. He gently kisses the top of her head. As we

hear the COP CAR pull away, DOCTOR MENDEZ looks right into

the camera and winks.


